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Chapter X 

 

Superior to the Past 

“Only the learned who have studied the origin and development 

of the Roman Church can really understand its greatness.” 

-  Pope Nicholas V, on his deathbed 

It is the Church’s past which proves her greatness, as the dying Pope rightly noted.  Yet, what would 

happen when a generation arose  which thought that the Church’s past was a source of embarrassment, 

and that they, the current generation, were instead the source of greatness?  This was the attitude of 

every protestant rebel, and would be the attitude of those leading the Church to apostasy.   

Some words from St. Augustine offer a relevant insight into the mentality of modernists.  “But more 

dangerous is the error of certain weak brethren who faint away when they hear these irreligious critics 

learnedly and eloquently discoursing on the theories of astronomy or on any of the questions relating to 

the elements of the universe.  With a sigh, they esteem these teachers as superiors to themselves, looking 

upon them as great men; and they return with disdain to the books which were written for the good of 

their souls; and, although they ought to drink from these books with relish, they can scarcely bear to take 

them up.”
1
   

The admonition of Jesus would seem to apply to modernists:  “For whoever is ashamed of Me and of my 

words, of him will the Son of man be ashamed when He comes in His glory and the glory of the Father 

and of the holy angels” (Luke 9:26).  In accord with the Masonic blueprint, a generation of clergy arose 

which was embarrassed by what they were compelled to profess and teach by the Church, convinced 

that the liberals were far wiser.  Churchmen were embarrassed that they had to say that the one true 

Church was the Catholic Church.  They felt backwards in having to insist that the miracles of Jesus 

actually happened, and that the Pope was Christ’s Vicar on earth and accepting this truth was necessary 

for salvation.  In short, the generation longed for by the Masons arrived that found Church teachings to 

be a source of embarrassment, and were eager to recast them in a way that pleased a world that had no 

use for her, “for they loved the praise of men more than the praise of God” (John – 12:43). 
 

As described in a previous chapter, the post Vatican II popes did not have a very noble sense of the 

greatness of their office and frequently degraded it and made it equal to any other ecclesial office 

founded on the whims of degenerate men.  This mentality has even been given the force of law in both 

the Catechism and the Mass, as the divine origin of the Papacy is watered down and even denied.  This, 

once again, hearkens back to Our Lady of LaSallette’s message that a dimming of the intelligence and 

the failure of the Church’s shepherds would facilitate the apostasy.  By not understanding (or simply not 

believing in) the Church’s Divine origin, belief in her greatness instead became an embarrassment of her 

past (as defined by her enemies), leading the Vatican II Church to believe they were somehow superior 

to a past which was, in fact, infinitely greater.  Here are a couple of sources which indicate that this 

collective, generational hubris which regarded itself as superior to what had come before is a mark of the 

Great Apostasy. 
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• St. Anthony of the Desert:  “They will say if they had lived in our day, faith would be simple and 

easy; but, in their day, faith would be complex; the Church must be brought up to date and made 

meaningful to the day’s problems.”   
 

• Pope Pius XII:  In speaking of a vision he had, which he related to the apparitions of Fatima, 

Pope Pius (as Cardinal Pacelli) said that part of the Church’s impending “suicide” would be 

“feeling regret for her historical past.” 
 

• St. Hildegard of Bingen:  In a vision, learned that Christians at the end of time, deceived by the 

antichrist, “will say, ‘Oh, woe to the wretches who lived before these times!  For they made their 

lives miserable with dire pains, not knowing, alas, the loving kindness of God!’”
2
 

 

• Regarding Modernists, Pope Pius X said:  “It is pride which puffs them up with that vainglory 

which allows them to regard themselves as the sole possessors of knowledge, and makes them 

say, elated and inflated with presumption, ‘We are not like the rest of men,’ and which, lest they 

would seem as other men, leads them to embrace and to devise novelties even of the most absurd 

kind.”
3
   

The utterly baseless self-satisfaction of the Vatican II apparatus is apparent, and some references have 

already been made to this reality.  An icon of this unbridled generational narcissism was printed in the 

headlines of L’Osservatore Romano on October 20, 1982: “We are the most gospel-minded century in 

history.”  We can only guess how well this rebuke was taken in Heaven by some first-century, 

apparently less gospel-minded types like Jesus, Mary, the Apostles and St. Paul.  This obnoxious 

statement was borrowed from Fr. Congar, suspected under Pius XII, a Cardinal under John Paul II, who 

added: “…to renew itself, the Church must rediscover the Gospel.”   

Pope John XXIII 

Here are some of the ways in which John disregarded the wisdom of both the Church’s ancient past, and 

recent history, trusting his own judgment to be superior. 

• Pietro Cardinal Pallavicino, the Jesuit historian of the Council of Trent, said: “To convoke a 

general council, except when absolutely demanded by necessity, is to tempt God.”
4
  Thus, for 

two thousand years ecumenical councils had been called with the express purpose of dealing 

with specific doctrinal questions.  Never before had a council been called simply to “talk about 

everything.”  This ambiguity of purpose soon found itself enshrined in ambiguous documents, as 

Mr. Amerio so well noted:  Vatican II was the most verbose council in history by at least a factor 

of six!  “The council’s lack of precision is admitted even by those theologians most faithful to the 

Roman See, who attempt to acquit the council of blame in the matter.  But it is obvious that the 

need to defend the univocal meaning of the council is itself an indication of its equivocal 

character.”
5
   

 

• When Pope Pius XI asked Cardinal Billot his thoughts on convening a council at the secret 

consistory of May 23, 1923, he persuaded Pius that there were too many unstable, modernist 

bishops in the Church, and that it was the worst enemies of the Church who were calling for a 
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council (part of the Masonic plan).  In the Cardinal’s own words, he feared the council would be 

“maneuvered by the worst enemies of the Church, who are already getting ready, as certain 

indications show, to bring forth the revolution in the Church, a new 1789”
6
 [the very analogy 

used for the Council in its aftermath].  The situation had far worsened in the intervening thirty 

five years, yet John disregarded the wisdom of his predecessor in not giving the Church’s 

enemies so powerful a venue.   
 

• It is not uncommon in the Church’s history that popes were elected who cared little for their 

predecessor.
7
  Usually, however, this was rooted in political and personal differences.  John’s 

overt sense of superiority to Pope Pius XII struck more directly at the heart of the office of the 

papacy, and this ill-fated misjudgment led him to contradict Pius in ways that were devastating 

beyond measure.   

 

- The Masons confirmed in writing that they were grooming Cardinal Montini to be their pope, 

who had carried on relations with the communists despite Pope Pius’ explicit prohibition of 

this.  Pope Pius eventually removed Montini from his Vatican post, where he would have 

been assured of becoming a Cardinal and eligible for the next Papal election.  Pius never 

bestowed this honor upon Montini; John XXIII, however, not only created Montini a 

Cardinal, but, on his deathbed, said that he was his choice to succeed him.  In fact, Cardinal 

Silvio Oddi is on record as saying that, upon his election, John called Archbishop Montini and 

said, “Excellency, I’m keeping your place warm.”
8
 

 

- Elsewhere in this book is treated Pope John’s policy of “mercy towards error” and errant and 

dangerous writers.  For this section, it is salient to note the tone of self-satisfaction John 

expressed, as well as his derision of his immediate predecessor.  While not calling Pius by 

name, it was clearly him to whom John referred when speaking of the “severity” of the past, 

whereas he would act with “mercy,” obviously believing his course to be superior. 
 

- John also gave Pius a posthumous rebuke when he stated that he was not like so many other 

“prophets of  doom,” for whom he had no use.  It was Pius who said, only a few years earlier, 

that the world had never been in such a state of immorality and impiety.  Likewise, Our Lady 

of Fatima, along with her prophecies, were certainly bound up in this statement.  John clearly 

thought that his mere “power of positive thinking” gave him a more accurate assessment of 

the state of the world than Pius, and that both his assessment of the present and his vision of 

the future were more to be trusted than those of the Mother of God. 
 

- Msgr. Capovilla, Pope John’s personal secretary, affirmed that he felt “repulsion”
9
 for St. Pius 

X’s anti-modernist policy.  The word “repulsed” means driven in the opposite direction, that 

is to say, pro-modernist. 
 

- One manifestation of this “repulsion” was the repeal of Vatican censures on heretical and 

suspect writings, and rehabilitating the very authors from whom Pius XII had protected the 

Church.  Again, the dire consequences of John’s direct repudiation of Pius’ decisions are a 

matter of public record. 
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Pope Paul VI 

That Paul felt himself superior to the past, including the Council itself and the ancient Papal Oath which 

he swore, has already been taken up in the section on the Mass.  It has already been noted that, as 

secretary of state, he felt himself superior to Pope Pius XII and directly contradicted his orders.  Like 

John, he felt his judgment superior to that of the Holy Office and reinstated into places of prominence 

theologians previously condemned.  Although a mere anecdote from his younger days, a letter he wrote 

as a young man perhaps offers an insight into his self-estimation:  “I am convinced that one of my 

thoughts, a thought from my own soul, is worth more to me than anything in the world.”
10

   

Truly incredible in light of the unmitigated, unprecedented disaster that was his papacy is the smugness 

of Pope Paul in his derision of St. Pius X on the seventieth anniversary of the great encyclical 

“Pascendi,” which protected the Church from modernist heretics for over half a century.  Pope Paul 

chastised his canonized predecessor stating that “there lacked the knowledge or the will or the respectful 

courage of reading distinctions and differences in their own reality.”  He belittled the great encyclical as 

“a rash pruning of sprouts then attempting to grow.”
11

  Yes, the sprouts of apostasy, of which Paul’s 

pontificate represented the poisoned flower in full bloom.  On the one hand there is a canonized saint, 

whose perspicacity in identifying, defining, and condemning the heresies menacing the Church 

preserved her for decades; on the other hand, you have the chosen one of the masons, the puppet of the 

modernists, the destroyer of the Sacred Liturgy, a pope with the chronic habit of contradicting himself, 

often within the same speech, who openly confessed that as the Church was self-destructing he would 

not lead it, daring to rebuke his predecessor as his intellectual inferior and lacking in courage!  True to 

liberalism, Paul’s inability to grasp reality was only exceeded by his hubris.   

The Second Vatican Council 

The unabashed self-exaltation of the architects of this Council is simply amazing.  They were quite overt 

in their belief that the event of the Council, because it was “their event,” was as great an event as the 

world had ever witnessed.  Consider… 

•  Not since Pope Gregory the Great had a change been made to the Canon of the Mass.  Pope 

John felt it was his place to do so, inserting St. Joseph into the Canon, to serve for all time as a 

reminder that he had been a Patron of the Council.  Why did the Council of  Trent, Vatican I, or 

any of the other seventeen councils not feel they were so important so as to leave a permanent 

thumbprint on the Church’s most sacred prayer? 

 

• Pope Paul’s remark at the end of the Council also gives clear voice to this self-satisfied, 

collective hubris, as he stated that it “must be numbered without doubt among the greatest events 

of the Church…”  Must be?  And without doubt?  Would it not seem sensible to wait and see the 

results of said event before making such bold assessments?  Why must it, without doubt (and 

without any visible justification) be regarded as “great?”  Because it was our event, of course. 

 

• Cardinal Ratzinger opined, “After all the surprises [?!] that had emerged in the realm of theology 

proper, there reigned a feeling at once of euphoria and of frustration.  Euphoria, because it 
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seemed that nothing was impossible for this Council, which had the strength to break with 

attitudes that had been deeply rooted for centuries…”
12

   

 

• This quote from the Cardinal also reveals the attitude of being superior to the past, as any type of 

rupture from it is regarded as desirable (even to the point of ‘theological surprises,’ whatever that 

means).  The word “new” appears two hundred and twelve times in the documents. Pope Paul 

stated, “The important words of the council are newness and updating…the word newness has 

been given to us as an order, as a program…”
13

  Likewise, there is the self-satisfied estimation of 

having the strength to break with the past; would not the true manifestation of strength have been 

having the courage to stay the course? 

 

• Again, a description of the atmosphere at the Council from Cardinal Ratzinger, “The feeling that 

now, at last, the world had to be, could be, changed, improved and humanized…”
14

  Yes, the 

Church of the past was not even capable of producing a “human” world in its nineteen centuries, 

according to the future Pope.   

 

• During the course of the Council, Paul effused, “Let us rejoice brethren:  when was the Church 

ever so conscious of itself, when was it ever so happy and so harmonious and so ready for the 

fulfillment of its mission?”
15

  When?  As subsequent years would soon demonstrate, just about 

any other time you choose.   

 

• In a monumentally ridiculous statement, the Cardinal Vicar of Rome [Traglia] boasted: “Never 

has the Catholic Church been so closely united around its head, never has it had a clergy so 

morally and intellectually exemplary as at present; nor is there any risk of a rupture in its 

organization.” As Mr. Amerio rightly noted, “A judgment like that can only be explained by a 

very excited state of mind, or a very defective knowledge of history.”
16

 

 

• Paul VI:  “No other council in the history of the Church of God has had such ample proportions, 

such assiduous and tranquil labors, or such varied and interesting themes.”
17

  On what data he 

relied in making this comparison to the nature of the proceedings of twenty other councils is 

anyone’s guess, and the rating of a council based upon “varied and interesting themes” somehow 

sounds a more fitting criteria for a weekend workshop than an ecumenical council. 

 

• In another inane statement, Paul wrote in 1975 that Vatican II “in some respects is even more 

important than the Council of Nicea.”
18

  A Council whose relevance and gravity have endured 

for seventeen centuries is now trumped by a Council which closed a decade ago?  And this 

comparative analysis is from the same Pope who confessed the Church’s self-destruction in the 

wake of the Council.  Again, I refer the reader to the statements regarding the incoherence of 

liberals and the dimming of intellects.   
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• A self-aggrandizement of the conciliar mechanism that can only be classified as delusional was 

offered by the same Pope: “…the very time when her ecclesiastical magisterium and her pastoral 

government have, by reason of the council’s solemnity, assumed greater splendor and vigor.”
19

 

Assumed spiritual superiority 

It is clear that theVatican II apparatus regarded itself as superior to her historical past. But, as St. 

Hildegard foretold that the anti-Christ would lead people to believe that their conception of God was 

superior to that of ages past, the fathers of the Council likewise were convinced that their grasp of God 

(and by extension of this fact true doctrine) was superior.  For example… 
 

• From the future Pope Benedict XVI, Cardinal Ratzinger, we read “Eucharistic devotion such as 

is noted in the silent visit by the devout in church must not be thought of as a conversation with 

God.  This would assume that God was present there locally and in a confined way.  To justify 

such an assertion shows a lack of understanding of the Christological mysteries of the very 

concept of God.  This is repugnant to the serious thinking of the man who knows about the 

omnipresence of God.  To go to church on the ground that once can visit God who is present 

there is a senseless act which modern man rightfully rejects.”
20

   
 

• Cardinal Ratzinger likewise rejected infant baptism.  “The conflict over infant baptism shows the 

extent to which we have lost sight of the true nature of faith…Whenever it is severed from the 

catechumenate, baptism loses its raison d’etre [reason to be].”
21

  As is commonplace in the 

Vatican II apparatus, when there is a difference in matters of faith between Catholics and non-

Catholics, the assumption is that the Catholic Church is at fault.  As Catholicism has always 

taught both the validity and desirability of infant baptism, the Cardinal now declares that it is the 

true nature of faith itself that the Church of the past had lost. He clearly holds to the 

protestant/evangelical/fundamentalist position that Catholicism is the corruptor of true 

Christianity, not its guardian.  His condescension was even more overt in “God and the World,” 

where he deemed “unenlightened” those who advocated for infant baptism, regarding it as 

something “devised” rather than revealed by God.
22

  Infallible Church doctrine, as well as the 

millions of Catholics of ages past who believed it, are now decreed “unenlightened” by the man 

who would be Pope.  (The Council of Carthage, 251 A.D., prescribed that baptism should be 

conferred on infants “even before they are eight days old.”  From St. Augustine we read that that 

infant baptism is an “apostolic tradition” and “the certain rule of truth.”  According to the future 

pope, St. Augustine had “lost sight of the true nature of faith”). 
 

• Perhaps the Cardinal regarded his grasp of the Sacrament of Baptism as superior to the entire 

Church of the past because he likewise thought he had a superior knowledge of original sin, 

deeming it a “misleading and imprecise term.”
23

  So imbued was the Cardinal with the protestant 

conviction that the Church corrupted the faith, that he wrote “Perhaps it will have to be admitted 

that the tendency to such a false development, which only sees the danger of responsibility and 

no longer the freedom of love, already present in the [Apostle’s] Creed.”
24

  The Cardinal could 

only lament the fact that he was not there in the first century to preserve genuine Christianity 

from the corruption of those who actually knew Christ.   
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• Again, Cardinal Ratzinger wrote of the inferiority of the Catholic position and, true to 

modernism, the assumption that the Church is at fault wherever discord is found.  “The Council 

of Trent concludes its remarks on Corpus Christi with something which offends our ecumenical 

ears and has doubtless contributed not a little toward discrediting this feast in the opinion of our 

Protestant brethren.  But if we purge its formulation of the passionate tone of the sixteenth 

century we shall be surprised by something great and positive.”
25

  In other words, the feast 

instituted to celebrate the Real Presence of Christ in the Blessed Sacrament needs to be toned 

down to suit those who do not believe in the Real Presence.  The reason this feast is discredited 

in the sight of protestants is because they reject the doctrine of the Real Presence, not the 

wording of a document.  This, along with the first quote in this section, is a clear rejection of the 

infallible teaching of the Church that The Blessed Sacrament should be worshipped. 

 

• The nest of contradictions and infinitude of incoherence never ends among the heads of state of 

the Vatican II machinery.  As the unit on the Mass cited Cardinal Ratzinger’s critique of the 

Novus Ordo’s distorted emphasis on the congregation, he nonetheless also wrote: “The validity 

of the liturgy depends primarily, not on specific words, but on the community of the Church.”
26

  

Any Catholic with a modicum of a grasp on Sacramental theology knows how false and heretical 

this is.  “The community” is utterly powerless to effect the validity of a Mass.  This is solely 

dependent upon a validly ordained priest using the proper matter and saying the proper words.  

The Council of Florence (1439) infallibly decreed: “All these sacraments are made up of the 

three elements:  namely, things as the matter, words as the form, and the person of the minister 

who confers the sacrament with the intention of doing what the Church does.  If any of these is 

lacking, the Sacrament is not effected.”
27

   
 

• The Cardinal likewise regarded himself as superior to the fathers of the Council of Trent 

regarding his understanding of the priesthood.  Again, in his support of the protestant position 

from which the Council was protecting the true Faith, he wrote, “The Council of Trent did not 

attempt here a comprehensive treatment of the problem as a whole.  Therein lies the weakness of 

the text it promulgated, the effect of which was all the more disastrous.”
28

 Yet again, it is the 

Catholic adherence to orthodoxy, not the protestant heresy, that is at the root of the problem.  It 

is simply an insufferable hubris that a man who was a key player in a Council which led to the 

absolute demolition of the Church on every level abrogates to himself the role of chastising the 

fathers of a council, along with their infallible documents, who strengthened and preserved the 

Church for centuries from the very heresies that the Cardinal now suggests were in fact correct. 
 

Pope Pius XI wrote that “It is in these heresies (begotten by the reformation) that we discover the 

beginning of the apostasy of mankind from the Church, the sad and disastrous effects of which 

are deplored, even to the present hour, by every fair mind.”
29

  According to Cardinal Ratzinger, 

the pope has reality completely reversed, and it is our resistance of these heresies that was 

“disastrous,” not the heresies themselves. 
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Likewise noteworthy is the modernist predilection for the word “problem.”  The same word used 

by John Paul II in speaking of the doctrine of the Papacy, the word used by Paul VI when writing 

about procreation and minor orders; the Catholic position is somehow always a “problem,” rather 

than the problem lying in the rejection of these things.   
 

• Pope John Paul I demonstrated this mentality as well, stating “He is Father.  Even more, God is 

Mother, who does not want to harm us.”
30

  Even more?  Given that no pope or saint ever asserted 

this, is he claiming a more profound understanding of the essence of God?  Was Jesus, then, 

incorrect in His understanding of God when He said His Name is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit?  

Is the implication that “Fatherhood” does entail a desire to harm? 
 

• Pope John at the Council:  “The business at hand is not to make a careful study of some old 

museum or of some school of thought of the past.  No doubt this can be helpful – just as a visit to 

ancient monuments can be helpful – but it is not enough.  We live to advance, appreciating at the 

same time whatever the past has to offer us in the line of experience.  But we must move ever 

further onward along the road which our Lord has opened up before us…The Christian life is not 

a collection of ancient customs.”
31

  The shallowness of such an estimation of the Church’s 

history and traditions (which, like a museum or monument, John regarded as dead) is only 

equaled by the self-satisfaction manifest in this statement.  This presumed superiority to the past 

would lead to the alteration and annihilation of virtually every single act of piety, worship and 

belief handed down from the past.  This is precisely the opposite of what, by the Papal oath, 

popes swore to do, in defending and preserving all of the Church’s traditions.   
 

• Paul VI was not to be outdone in manifesting a shallow estimation of the past and his imagined 

superior sense of the spiritual life.  “We have doubtless intended to talk of the severity of the 

saints toward the ills of the world.  Many are still familiar with the books of asceticism that 

contain a globally negative judgment upon the earthly corruption.  But it is also certain that we 

do live in a different spiritual climate, having been invited, especially by the recent council, to 

bring upon the modern world an optimistic look for its values, its achievements…The celebrated 

Constitution ‘Gaudium et Spes’ is in its whole an encouragement toward this new spiritual 

approach.”
32

 
 

- Even Cardinal Ratzinger would have to concede that the document in question was Pelegian, 

i.e. heretical, as will be discussed later. 

- How is it that a council, by mere words, can change the intrinsic nature of the world? 

- Is Paul including Jesus in his dismissal of those with an outdated spirituality, since He 

declared the devil to be the “prince of the world”?  Did Paul think that the devil had retired? 

Or that he was so in awe of the Council he would concede his power in the world and 

surrender his principality? 

- Is St. John also a proponent of Paul’s outdated worldview, as he wrote that the “entire world 

is under the power of the evil one?” 

- His condescension towards saints whose lives and writings converted and sustained untold 

thousands is even more obnoxious when juxtaposed to the council he states had rendered 
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them obsolete, a council which led to an unprecedented dissolution of the Church’s life in 

every dimension and the loss of countless souls. 
 

• In promulgating his new Mass which would shortly decimate the ranks of the clergy and empty 

the pews of once thriving churches, Paul condescended to virtually every Catholic who had ever 

lived by confidently stating that his Mass would bring people out of the “usual torpor”
33

 from 

which they usually assisted at Mass.  I suppose he was right – you actually have to go to Mass to 

sit through it in a state of torpor, a precondition he helped to largely eliminate. 

Evolution:  

The Superiority of Modern Man and the Modern Church: 

The subject will be investigated in a subsequent chapter, but for now we will look at the post-Vatican II 

Church’s assumption of the theory of evolution.  To evolve means not only to become something 

different (development would be the proper word to describe something which has remained essentially 

the same, while improving in a given dimension), but to become something superior as well.  Bear in 

mind, evolution has no legitimate scientific basis; it is a theory based on an ideology.  It is an argument 

for which this book is not intended, and which would require too many pages.  The reader may find 

more than ample facts on the matter from both Christian groups and honest scientists.    For now, the 

scope is limited to the facts that a sign of the apostasy is the belief that those presently living are 

superior to those of the past, and evolution attempts to give legitimacy to this claim.  Pope Pius XII 

warned that this school of thought had more to do with a godless ideology than true science: 

“There are those who contend that the so-called system of evolution, not yet irrefutably demonstrated 

within the scope of material science, and admitted imprudently and indiscreetly, extends to the origin of 

all things, and who boldly entertain the monistic and pantheistic theory that the whole world is subject to 

continuous evolution.  Indeed, supporters of communism gladly employ this theory, to bring out more 

efficaciously and defend their ‘dialectic materialism,’ casting out of mind every notion of God.”
34

 

[It is noteworthy how the evolution movement turns on it head, and deliberately so.  The same scientists 

who promulgated this piece of science fiction are also the leading eugenicists, those committed to 

depopulating the earth.  In the first instance, evolution grants individuals a sense of enlightenment, in 

terms of their imagined intellectual superiority over “backwards” creationists, and also the past, which 

they have evolved beyond.  Yet, with a little slight of hand, this self-exultation of humanity is short-

lived, as evolution brings man to the level of an animal, not the culmination of creation.  Hence, it 

becomes the foundation for de-humanization, as these same scientists have now fabricated the 

“environmental movement” by which humanity is convinced it is the planet’s enemy, not overlord, and 

needs to be drastically diminished by both prevention and elimination.  It is precisely for this reason that 

communist regimes insisted on evolution being taught in their schools, to lend “scientific” credence to 

their massacre of humanity]. 

Pope Pius went on to warn of the consequences of this vein of thought:  “Such fictions of evolution, by 

which whatever is absolute, firm and immutable, is repudiated, have paved the way for a new erroneous 

philosophy which…has obtained the name of ‘existentialism,’ since it is concerned only with the 
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‘existence’ of individual things, and neglects the immutable essence of things.”
35

  Thus, children are 

conditioned to believe that the essence of man is no longer “the image of God,” but merely an animal 

with opposable thumbs.   

We have already noted how the Vatican II Church reflects this notion of nothing having a fixed essence, 

for example, the very foundations of the Papacy.  In later units, we will see how it has sought to change 

virtually everything it possibly could of the Church’s past, to the point of eliminating or obscuring its 

essence to the extent that the Church is no longer recognizable as the Church of the past, while 

conditioning people to accept any change for the “Church of the Future.”  Note also that evolution 

dissolves the supernatural into mere materialism, as we will soon read how it is on material grounds 

alone that modern man is imagined to be superior to his predecessors. 

It was only a century earlier that Pope Leo XIII wrote, “If any sensible man in our day will compare the 

age in which we live, so bitterly hostile to the religion and Church of Christ, to those blessed ages when 

the Church was honored as a mother by the nations, he will surely find that the society of our day, so 

convulsed by revolutions and destructive upheavals, is moving straightaway and rapidly toward its 

ruin.”
36

  Alas, Holy Father, sensible men were on the brink of extinction.  During the intervening 

century all of those elements which rendered the present inferior to the past only gained in strength and 

diffusion, as Pope Pius XII would acknowledge in a quote already cited.  Yet, quite literally out of the 

blue, “optimism” was mandated and a world teetering on the brink of ruin was now superior to all that 

had come before it, as the Vatican II Church clearly held that the theory of evolution applied to society 

in general, meaning a state of necessary improvement.   

     First, the evidence which clearly establishes that the post-Vatican II Church subscribes to evolution: 

1.  “The human race is moving over from a static to a dynamic and evolutionary idea of the order of 

things.”
37

 
 

2. It was Cardinal Koenig, a Mason, who recommended to the council to “finally take into 

consideration the ideas of Teilhard de Chardin on evolutionism.”  A member of “The Kingdom 

of Satan” recommends the ideas of banished heretic and, as the future Pope Benedict 

acknowledged, an entire document became based on his “impetus.” 
 

3. “The Church has entered the movement of a history that evolves and changes.” - Paul VI 
 

4. “The Church attempts to adapt to the language, customs, and tendencies of the men of our time, 

all absorbed by the rapidity of the material evolution and so demanding of their individual 

particularities.  This opening is the spirit of the Church.”  - Paul VI [as Archbishop Montini], 

Milan, Sept. 1958 
 

5. The future John Paul II wrote: “The Church, with the consciousness of the history of salvation 

that is her own, goes out to meet that multiform evolution and the consciousness of today’s man, 

which is linked to it…The paschal mystery of Jesus Christ is as open to eschatology (in fact, it 

awakens ‘the desire for the future world’) as it is to the evolution of the world, which the Council 

understands above all as a commitment to make the life of humanity and of men ‘more humane.’  
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Vatican II stressed the ethical meaning of evolution…According to the doctrine of Vatican II, the 

Church participates in the evolution of the world…”  He goes on, “By emphasizing the 

participation of the Church in the evolution of the ‘world,’ even by means of her own evolution; 

and, moreover, by proclaiming its necessity, Vatican II takes a stand in regard to the past and, 

simultaneously, to the future.”
38

 
 

• The world is now presupposed as being superior to the Church, as it is the Church which merely 

participates in the world’s evolution, rather than inviting the world to participate in the eternal 

life only she can bring. He labels this a matter of doctrine. 
 

• The Church must necessarily evolve, that is, become something different and superior. 
 

• The future pope writes that the Council was a secular affair, as “above all” the Council adopted a 

commitment to make the life of humanity “more humane,” not more Christian. 
 

• Even as Pope, John Paul’s feeble attempt to “rehabilitate” evolution and make it compatible with 

doctrine showed a fundamental flaw in his thinking.  “Creation represents itself in the light of 

evolution as an event extending through time…”
39

  Yet, this is precisely the opposite of the only 

acceptable manner in which a Christian could consider evolution: It is evolution that must be 

seen in the light of Creation, as the means chosen by God to create the world according to His 

pre-ordained designs.  John Paul makes “creationism” a component of evolution, not vice versa. 
 

 

A superior Church for superior man 
 

John Paul II wrote that Vatican II brought about a new, “full and universal awareness of the Church,” 

giving Christianity “a more complete awareness of the mystery of Christ.”
40

 This demonstrates a 

convergence of these elements of the apostasy; a spiritually superior Church is now more “aware” of 

itself than in ages past and our knowledge of Christ has likewise eclipsed that of our poor unenlightened 

ancestors.   
     

Why is modern man superior? 
 

Regarding the modern world’s march towards apostasy, Pope Leo XIII made these observations:  “Nor 

is that to be esteemed liberty whose wretched progress is marked by the unrepressed propagation of 

error, by the unbridled gratification of evil desires, by the impunity allowed guilt and crime, and by the 

oppression which weighs on good citizens of every rank.  All these are wrong, are bad, are absurd, and 

cannot, therefore, avail to perfect the human race or bless it with prosperity, for ‘sin maketh nations 

miserable’(Prov 14:34).  On the contrary, they must, by corrupting both minds and hearts, drag down by 

their very weight nations into every crime, ruin all order, and at length bring the condition and peace of 

a commonwealth to extreme and certain destruction.”
41

 

 

Yet, not even a century later, this exact same scenario had progressed exponentially.  The Faith was 

being abandoned in an unprecedented fashion, every manner of perversion and immorality is now 
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available around the clock in the privacy of virtually each and every home, even out of thin air straight 

into your child’s hand. The intervening century was the most murderous in the history of the world, and 

this is not including the tens of millions of babies murdered in the womb, the ever dwindling number of 

practicing Catholics cannot provide even an elementary explanation of the simplest doctrines, Catholic 

institutions are being closed a break-neck speed, and yet, in a utopianism that is as buffoonish as it is 

baseless, we are told time and again that the world is superior to the past!  What possible justification 

could someone who measures the world by any kind of moral or religious standard give for this belief 

that mankind has collectively evolved into something superior, a “new humanity?”  There could only be 

one possible reason for believing we are superior to the past, and the answer is itself a sign and a fruit of 

the Great Apostasy: 

 

Materialism 

Pope Pius XII rightly warned that subscribing to the evolutionary view of the world would end in 

materialism, in perfect conformity with the “nothing is sacred” slogan of modernity.  As the Church 

openly embraced this evolutionary view of the world, the resulting materialism became apparent.  

Ultimately, this would lead the Church to seek an earthly utopia rather than heaven, to be covered in 

depth shortly.  For now, however, let’s look at some excerpts which demonstrate the worldliness of the 

Vatican II era, and its equating of material progress and technical advances with an advance in the 

human condition. 

• From Cardinal Ratzinger we read, “The impetus given by Teilhard de Chardin exerted a wide 

influence [on the Council].  With daring vision [note the self-satisfied language  - daring, they 

were!] it incorporated the historical movements of Christianity into the great cosmic process of 

evolution from Alpha to Omega…this means evolution takes place now in the form of technical 

and scientific development in which, ultimately, matter and spirit, individual and society, will 

produce a comprehensive whole, a divine world.  The Council’s ‘Pastoral Constitution on the 

Church in the Modern World’ took the cue: Teilhard’s slogan, ‘Christianity means more 

progress, more technology,’ became a stimulus in which the Council fathers from rich and poor 

countries found concrete hope.”
42

  Teilhard de Chardin had his works condemned under Pope 

Pius XII and again under John XXIII in 1962, one year before the council, because his work 

contained “grave errors.” 
 

- As with the false order John Paul ascribed to evolution, note that Christianity is reduced to a 

mere historical movement, absorbed by the greater movement of the cosmic process of evolution. 
 

- Concrete hope is now found in the promise of technological advancement and the writings of a 

heretic; was the hope Christ offered merely theoretical? 
 

- Materialism is again evident in that more technology is equated with more progress and even 

Christianity itself.  Has materialism brought us true progress?  Have the benefits of health care, 

travel and technology made the world better, or given us more ways to make the human 

condition worse?  Have the diminishing I.Q.’s and ever eroding verbal and composition skills of 

our youth been a reasonable price to pay, as they become a race of techno-zombies, social 
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miscreants, and moral degenerates?  Is not technology responsible for the loss of so many souls 

and the non-existence of so many others due to contraception?  Would abortions have numbered 

in the tens of millions a year anyway, even if technology had not made surgical abortion 

possible?  Is the ease of obtaining information (and the ease with which we are now dis-

informed) on the internet enough to throw into the scales against the race of pornography addicts 

that same medium has created?  Do the benefits of technology counter-act the effects of a sixty 

percent divorce rate, fueled by contraception and infidelities that often begin through the means 

of telecommunication?  Will the increased capacity for food production be a genuine benefit in 

the long-term scheme of human history, as those same technologies have decimated fertile lands 

after only a few decades, rendering them useless for the future?  In the long run, will the 

absorption of agriculture, the most fundamental industry to man, into a hand full of mega-

conglomerates which control the world’s food supply and have largely eradicated local-based 

farming and food supplies be a benefit?  Does this technology not provide the potential for the 

food supply to fall under the control of globalist forces which have already shown themselves 

hostile to Christianity?  Has technology gained anything for us when the increase in life span in 

the past fifty years is exceeded by the amount of time the average American will spend watching 

television?   
 

[The above scenarios are not theoretical.  In his written plan to depopulate 13 specific countries, 

Henry Kissinger counseled the United Nations to use starvation as a weapon, and food as a 

means to instigate wars.  In the U.S., mega-agricultural businesses bribed politicians with 

hundreds of millions of dollars to pass “The Food Safety Act,” which has as its aim the 

criminalization of local, independent farms.  Third world countries have already had their water 

supplies bought by foreign corporations, which in turn sell it back to them.  America is following 

this model; the Bush family has bought the largest aqua-fir in the world, while fellow Texan T. 

Boone Picket now owns the largest one in America.  1500 municipalities in America have sold 

their water supplies to private corporations.  China cuts off the water supply of problematic 

towns and regions, perhaps the fate awaiting anyone who resists the New World Order.] 

My apologies for belaboring the point, but it is an important one.  Firstly, because we have 

superior technological capabilities, not only our societies but mankind in general is regarded as 

superior:  secondly, there is certainly ample room to debate, on the sociological as well as 

spiritual planes as to whether or not the net effect of these capabilities is positive; thirdly, it is the 

unquestioned assumption that technology is a manifestation of our personal, scientific, and 

global evolution that have fostered the apostasy, since it gives the impetus to our presumed 

superiority to the past which touches upon every level of the Church’s life, not just the material. 

The trajectory from Christian faith to materialistic apostasy can be delineated in the course of the 

Council.  Before the council, in its preparatory phase, “there appeared the idea that growth in the 

scientific understanding of nature, that is, an extension of that kingdom of technology which is 

modern culture, was also an extension of human dignity and happiness; but this was rejected by 

the majority, who insisted on the indifferent nature of technical progress: it extends the possible 

field of moral activity, but the latter is not intrinsically assisted by it.”  Yet, as Mr. Amerio noted, 
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and the above quote by Cardinal Ratzinger confirms, the materialists eventually won out and 

“the theme of domination of the earth by means of technology attained sacral status and came to 

pervade all post-conciliar thinking.”
43

 

“The impetus” which the future Pope Benedict found so praiseworthy in de Chardin can perhaps 

be best expressed in the heretic’s own words:  “I think the great religious fact of the present time 

is the awakening of a new religion which, bit by bit, is leading to the worship of the world…”
44

  

The apostate longed for “An unknown form of religion, a religion which nobody could imagine 

or describe hitherto.”  The future Pope was not alone in his praise this pantheistic apostate; in 

1981 the centenary of his birth was being celebrated, and Cardinal Casaroli, Vatican Secretary of 

State, sent a letter praising the heretic and saying how much the Church owed him. 
 

• While “L’Osservatore Romano” is the official Vatican newspaper, its writings and editorials do 

not bear doctrinal weight, nor even the gravity of a future pope writing a serious theological 

work, as cited above.  Nonetheless, it remains the Pope’s official newspaper and presumably 

reflects his mind.  Consider the utterly stupid gushings of this publication on the event of the 

moon landing:  “The display of man’s scientific and technical capacities has been a major 

religious, not to say Christian event…The first explorers of the moon did not materially plant the 

Cross in the soil of their new conquest, but did so spiritually…Never before has the divine image 

set by the Creator within human nature shone forth in all its grandeur as it has in this marvelous 

undertaking.”
45

  By exactly what calculus does a man walking on the moon qualify as a “major 

Christian event?”  Even more so, but what criteria does this become the supreme manifestation 

of the divine image in human nature?  One would think this distinction could be reserved for 

something that actually had to do with Christ. 

 

• Pope Paul VI (March 27, 1960) explicitly stated that scientific progress would lead to a new 

religion.  “Shan’t modern man, one day, as his scientific studies progress and discover realities 

hidden behind the mute face of the matter, come to prick up his ears to the wonderful voice of 

the Spirit palpitating in it?  Shan’t it be the religion of tomorrow?  Einstein himself perceived the 

spontaneity of religion today…Isn’t the work already in progress along the trajectory leading 

straight up to religion?”
46

  Did he really think the Holy Spirit “palpitated” in matter?  Is 

materialism the “religion of tomorrow” he is visualizing?  It must not be Roman Catholicism, as 

he cites Einstein as one who shares his vision. 

History 

Since modernism began, the Church’s enemies have always sought to cast her as the villain of history:  

the oppressor of peoples, distorter of true religion, enemy of progress, and corrupter of the true Gospel.  

Pope Leo XIII eloquently summarized the state of affairs:  “As to the cause of all these evils, we are 

persuaded that it lies principally in this; that men have despised and rejected the holy and august 

authority of the Church, which in the name of God, is placed over the human race and is the avenger and 

protector of all legitimate authority.  The enemies of public order were fully persuaded of this when they 

found no means of destroying society to its foundations so efficacious as persistent attacks on the 

Church of God, by assailing her with the weapons of shameless calumny, by odiously accusing her of 
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being the enemy of true civilization, by daily damaging her authority and influence in some new way, 

and subverting the supreme power of the Roman Pontiff, who is the asserter and protector on earth of 

the eternal and unchangeable interests of goodness and righteousness.”
47

    . 

Yet, none of these attacks constitutes Apostasy.  What Pope Pius XII foretold, however, that part of the 

apostasy he knew was coming, the apostasy bound up with the Apparitions of Fatima, would be revealed 

in the Church’s accepting of her enemies’ version of her past.  A high level Communist defector testified 

before Congress that it was part of the Communist plan to instill in the Church a “guilt complex,” to 

label the “Church of the past” as being “oppressive, authoritarian, arrogant, and responsible for the 

divisions of religion throughout the world.”
48

  This was most evident in the endless series of apologies 

offered by Pope John Paul II to virtually every person or group which demanded one.  Taken in their 

totality, one can look at all of these apologies and recognize a trend: 

• Pope John Paul oftentimes apologized for things which never happened. Instead, he was 

apologizing for the distorted version of history promulgated by the Church’s enemies.  One 

example was on his first trip to the Czech capital in the Spring of 1990, when he referred to John 

Hus as “a man of infallible personal integrity…”
49

  Religious indifferentism is also manifest in 

this statement; condemned heretics who incite people to rebellion against the Church and rightful 

authority suffer, in fact, from very grave defects in personal integrity, not the infallibility 

imagined by the Pope. 
 

• John Paul likewise expressed “profound sorrow” at the execution of the heretic Bruno Giordano, 

and even offered his approval of a grass roots movement to have him canonized.  Like Galileo, 

the reason for his condemnation is categorically misrepresented as part of the campaign to have 

the Church seem unenlightened and the enemy of free thought, progress and intelligence.  It was 

for his theories about God, not the universe, that he was condemned.  He taught that Christ was 

not divine, but merely a skilled magician.  He was a pantheist who believed God and the world 

were one, and likewise believed that the devil would be saved.
50

    
 

• He never apologized for anything that could not be categorized as a sin against liberalism.  John 

Paul often gave the impression of groveling to his enemies, and they rightly took this as a sign of 

weakness (it takes no courage to confess the sins of others).  Usually, his apologies were met 

with complaints that he had not gone far enough.   As Joe Sobran wrote, “his list of sins and 

transgressions was indeed incomplete, from a Catholic point of view; it seems to have been 

composed with an eye to what modern liberalism regards as evil.  In short, it has a fatal whiff of 

trendiness about it.  It’s easy to condemn sins of excessive zeal in the past, to which few are now 

tempted.  But what might Catholics of the past (or the future) condemn in the Church today?  

They certainly wouldn’t accuse us of excessive zeal.  They might be shocked by our 

lukewarmness, our cowardice masquerading as tolerance, our laxity, our willingness to 

countenance heresy, sacrilege, blasphemy, and immorality within the Church itself, our 

eagerness to ingratiate ourselves with the secular world – of which the papal statement itself is a 

symptom.”
51
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• Whether conscious or not, these apologies embodied a subtle arrogance cloaked in a veneer of 

humility, as well as the “dimming of the intellect” foretold at LaSallette.  In apologizing for so 

many of his predecessors, he was obviously stating that his judgment was superior and he would 

never have done such things.  Yet, he never once apologized for his own actions.  ‘The American 

Spectator’s’ Tom Bethell had this to say:  “The Pope has excused St. Catherine of Siena’s 

involvement in the Crusades by saying that she was a daughter of her times.  Well, so is he of 

his, and his list of errors resembles nothing so much as a catalogue of the things that modern 

liberals accuse the Church of.  They include, to quote The New York Times, ‘religious 

intolerance and injustice towards Jews, women, indigenous peoples, immigrants, the poor and 

the unborn…’ We now have bishops who have receded to a point where they are inconspicuous 

in national life, and the Pope might apologize for that.  Instead, he apologizes for a time when 

the Church tried to evangelize the world.  But tried too hard.”
52

  One priest noted that, if the Pope 

was so enamored with offering apologies, he should have apologized to the elderly and 

conservative priests and nuns who were living out their lives in the wreckage that they found 

around them.  Of course, there were none.  This Pope reigned for over a quarter century and 

presided over the Church in a time of unprecedented sacrilege, a near-total failure in Catholic 

education, more statements of heresy than could ever by known, and the relentless dissolution of 

her institutions.  Even his most ardent defenders had to concede that he indulged in a baffling 

apathy in the face of all these realities.  Yet, even towards the end of his papacy, he entertained 

the question, “have I done all that I should?” arriving at the conclusion, “I have made every right 

decision.”
53

  I cannot comment as to any lack of humility in that statement, but the lack of a 

grasp on reality is undeniable.   
 

• The apologies also embody a decided anti-Catholicism.  By way of a parallel, the Vatican II 

Church has frequently reiterated that “corporate guilt” is unjust.  Specifically, this has been 

highlighted in terms of the Jews’ collective responsibility for the Crucifixion of Jesus.  The 

Church has upheld that the responsibility falls on those Jews, at that time, who concretely took 

part in the act, and that no responsibility could be imputed to future generations.  Then why is it 

acceptable to apply this mentality to Catholics?  Why is the Pope apologizing for things he never 

did to people who never suffered them?  Apparently, in the Orwellian Church of Vatican II, 

corporate guilt does have its legitimate applications after all. 
 

• Catholic writer Joe Sobran offered these useful insights:  “We must ask: What is the fruit of the 

hundred or so apologies this Pope has now uttered?  Is there any evidence that they have drawn 

any souls to the Church?  Do they not, on the contrary, confirm every malicious common belief 

about the Church, while discouraging faithful Catholics and confusing weak ones? What is the 

point?”
54

  Sadly, Mr. Sobran, the point is that our enemies are winning as we now subscribe to 

their anti-Catholic version of history, and the Church Militant has been reduced to the Church 

Groveling. 

Even in John XXIII, however, we see the pattern emerging.  Regarding the schismatic Orthodox 

Churches, he wrote, “Can the responsibility of the split be attributed entirely to our separated brothers?  

It is, in part theirs, but, for a great part, it rests with us.”
55

  The ones in schism bear a part of the 
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responsibility, and those who have maintained the true Church now bear a great part?  True to liberalism 

on every level, and the Church in an ever-increasing way, we see the mindset that the person who is in 

the wrong is somehow less responsible than those in the right.  This Orwellian introversion of concepts 

which is endemic of the Vatican II Church will be discussed at greater length in the chapter “Love Will 

Turn to Hate.” 

Likewise, John abandoned the actual facts of history during the time of the centenary of the unification 

of Italy, a time when the Church was robbed and persecuted in a multitude of ways.  Yet, eager to grovel 

for secular approval, these truths were forgotten and the Pope denied that any such conflict ever existed.  

Not only is he basically denying that the life of Leo XIII ever happened (for decades as a bishop and 

then as Pope he was relentlessly fighting against fresh attacks on the Church and her rights by the 

proponents of unification), he pitifully misrepresents to role of Pope Pius IX in this period of history.  

Not only are his observations untrue, but they are posited in the all-too-familiar embarrassing 

effusiveness that has become the hallmark of Vatican II groveling:  “The beneficent star and luminous 

sign inviting the triumph of the magnificent ideal was Pope Pius IX, who understood it in its most noble 

sense.”  Yes, he understood it – that’s why he condemned it and was made “a prisoner of the Vatican” as 

a result of it.    
 

In this excerpt from Cardinal Ratzinger, he assures us that it is Catholicism that is to blame for all of the 

ills of the world.  “The problem of tradition as it exists in the Church…The Church is tradition…into 

which – let us admit much human pseudo tradition has found its way; so much so, in fact, that even, and 

even precisely, the Church has contributed to the general crisis of tradition that afflicts mankind.”
56

 

 

 

Summary 

 

This chapter has given some examples that, true to the symptoms foretold about the great apostasy, the 

past decades have certainly been colored with an attitude of being superior to all that has come before, 

both in terms of humanity in general, and the Church in particular.  It is precisely this belief of evolving 

towards an earthly perfection, rooted in both an individual and a collective narcissism, that the Church 

condemned as a sign of the advent of the antichrist in the Catechism, even as she so often indulges in it.  

Yet, Scripture clearly demonstrates that the world will dissolve into lawlessness and godlessness before 

the end of time.  Do the proponents of secular and ecclesial evolution truly believe that they have the 

power to cancel this process?  Either the answer is “yes,” which is a sign of the Apostasy, or the answer 

is “no,” and they truly don’t grasp the incoherence of their position, also a sign of the apostasy (the 

dimming of the intellect). 
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